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What Makes Me Beautiful

By David and Mutiya Vision

Illustrations By Ignacio Alcantara

David and Mutiya Vision have collaborated on a series of children's books that reflect their own
warmth, closeness and understanding of life, and children in particular. There is an uplifting feeling
to the philosophy behind their books. I would recommend them to any family, but especially to a
family with young children. George D. Goldman, Ph.D. Licensed Psychologist- Retired Supervisor of
Psycho Therapy, Director of the Post Doctoral Psychotherapy- Center of Adelphi University

“What Makes Me Beautiful” is written by David and Mutiya Vision, a dynamic husband/wife
team. As parents of seven they understand the challenges children face at every turn of
development. Their books aid children in understanding new concepts, and parents/educators
in reinforcing positive values. This literary work, raises self esteem by introducing and
validating the idea of how the main character defines beauty. Thoughtfulness, honesty, and
intelligence are just a few characteristics that define true beauty. The Vision’s are authors of
nine published children’s books. (Vision Works Publishing; November 2005; ISBN: 0-96595384-X; $16.00 - Hardcover)
Enjoy the artistic expressions of Ignacio Alcantara as he colors with imagination and emotions,
telling stories about life. His art is full of the ingredients that make the stories all the more real
to the reader. Creativity, warmth, fun, adventure, and love are just a few components that shine
through his works. This accomplished Dominican Republic based artist, graduated from
Parsons school of design with a Bachelors Degree of Fine Arts. His work “Naqunik” is on display
at the Museum of Modern Art in Santo Domingo. He has illustrated seven children’s books.
Vision Works Publishing is committed to empowering developing minds to soar. Our literary and musical
works enable children to successfully engage the diverse world we live in, realize the awesome power we
each have in manifesting our destiny, and understand the responsibility we share in sculpting a global
community beneficial for all. It has grown into a fruitful resource of positive transformation for children,
families and educators. (www.VisionWorksOnline.net)
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